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ABSTRACT
We investigate superresolution imaging using negative index metamaterials. Measurement of subwavelength scale
features in the image domain is tedious and compressive sampling techniques are considered to alleviate this problem. A
single detector (c.f. a single pixel camera geometry) is considered from which a high resolution image can be computed,
which makes use of structured illumination for coding.
Keywords: Compressive sensing, superresolution, coded aperture, inverse scattering algorithm

1. INTRODUCTION
The suggestion by Pendry [1] that a slab of negative index material could transfer arbitrarily high spatial frequencies
generated a considerable amount of excitement and controversy. There is no expectation that medium can be made with
a perfectly uniform refractive index -1 but it remains a challenge for many to see how much improvement in resolution
might be possible. A metamaterial with a negative index is expected to be narrow band and generally lossy which will
truncate the transfer function, but an image with a resolution of ~ λ/5 would be useful in many applications. The slab
design may not be optimal and alternatives, include hyperlens systems which can covert evanescent waves to
propagating waves have been widely studied [e.g 2]. In all cases, a metamaterial couples high k information from the
object domain to a measurement domain. The object being imaged must therefore be located in the near field of the
negative index material. Exponentially decaying waves carrying high spatial frequencies are coupled through the
negative index medium and resonantly enhanced. This is illustrated in figure 1. We note that this could take a relatively
long time, the higher the resolution we hope to achieve [3].

Figure 1: field intensities in the
object plane, immediately behind
the object plane and in the image
plane. The image of the field
exiting the object is reasonably
well recovered, and the large
amplitude surface waves can be
seen on the front and back of the
negative index slab.
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Far field scattering is restricted to wave vectors k < k0 while near field scattering contains higher k, i.e. k > k0. This
obviously dictates that some mechanism on the opposite side of the metamaterial must probe the field in order to acquire
the subwavelength scale information it possesses or it will be quickly lost. The alternative is to convert this evanescent
information into propagating waves, which could comingle them with the propagating waves from the object, making
image interpretation difficult. We consider the former in this paper.
The difficulties in making a high resolution imaging system based on a negative index slab are many. The first, as
mentioned above, is that making a metamaterial with a low loss that is capable of transferring evanescent waves into the
image domain, has still to be convincingly demonstrated. Apart from early work in the uv, [4], which showed some
promise using a thin silver film, realizing wave evanescent transfer at lower frequencies is plagued by metamaterials
design and fabrication problems. An excellent review of the limitations of metamaterials superlenses was recently
published by Liu and Alu [5]. They point out that image resolution is very sensitive to the granularity of the meta-atoms
used and the finite dimensions and optical isotropy of the array. For any finite sized array, the arrangement of the metaatoms and their mutual coupling and scattering between them, quite apart from losses, can make designing an effective
homogenized refractive index close to the desired value of n = -1 very difficult, [6,7]. Recognizing that the granularity
and scattering from the metamaterial modifies the image field is not a fatal limitation of this approach. Recent work
based on computational image reconstruction from knowledge of the transfer matrix of the metamaterial lens offers a
means to address this, in principle [8]. Indeed there is much to said for simply replacing the metamaterial with a random
medium and characterizing the T-matrix of that medium, recognizing that increased scatter alone can improve image
resolution, [9]. An important second problem that becomes clear from addressing this problem, is that one has to regard
the object, metamaterial lens and the detector as a coupled system, because each is in the near field of the other [10]. A
simple negative index slab treated in isolation is not going to provide high resolution fields in the image domain and care
is required in estimating its actual transfer function. Evanescent wave transfer will also lead to evanescent wave
coupling back and forth between scattering features in the lens, the object and the detector. For similar reasons, metaatom periodicity and lens surface roughness will also contribute to the generation and scattering of evanescent waves
[e.g. 11]. It is possible that some degree of roughness can enhance the coupling of evanescent waves from the object
while suppressing the surface waves associated with their resonant enhancement to some extent, [11].
A more serious problem, only briefly mentioned here, is the fact that most objects of interest are not encoded in very thin
perfectly conducting or perfectly absorbing masks, as shown in figure 1; real objects have some thickness and it is
desirable to be able to acquire a superresolved image in 3D. As higher resolutions are sought, one can expect a
penetrable 3D object to become increasingly strongly scattering, with evanescent waves playing a role in the multiple
scattering that occurs. This confuses the interpretation of the image and an inverse scattering algorithm needs to be
applied in order to recover from the superresolved measured field, an estimate of the fine structure of the physical object.
This problem is the focus of a companion paper in this meeting ([12]). An example of this problem is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: illuminating two transparent objects as
shown, with a plane wave, leads to a complicated
pattern for the total field both inside and outside
these structures. Even assuming a perfect lens can
replicate the object’s field pattern, one still has to
deduce from the fields alone in the image domain,
what the refractive index distribution of the objects
is. For simple objects such as these, the problem is
not too difficult.
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Moreover, object features closer to the front face of the lens will generate evanescent waves that have to be amplified
more than those closer to the source. This follows since the amplitude of these high spatial frequencies, represent by the
same exponentially decaying evanescent wave in the image domain, has to have the correct amplitude to restore those
high resolution object features. Consequently, in the image domain, very large fields between the exit face of the lens
and the image of those features, can be much larger than fields representing the rest of the object. This is illustrated in
figure 3.
Figure 3: evanescent field masking shown
here for two distinct spatial frequencies
originating from two spatially separated
points in the object, A and B. If the lens is
capable of correctly transferring these
spatial frequencies into their correct
locations in the image domain, then
necessarily fields contributing at A’ will
swamp those contributing at B’.
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We argue that there is little point in struggling to exploit this mode of superresolving imaging unless it clear offers some
advantages. The potential for very high subwavelength-scale resolution is there, but we have cited a large number of
difficulties that have to be overcome. In addition, there is the argument that if both the object and the detector need to be
in the near field, and if the metamaterial lens is likely to be lossy, then what tangible advantage does this system have
over a more conventional scanning probe imaging technique. The possibility of getting high resolution 3D images
makes this approach compelling, but to date, procedures to do this have required extremely high quality (i.e. low noise)
field measurements, for the reasons explained in figure 3, (see e.g. [13]). We therefore explore the possibility of
simplifying the system, especially the data acquisition, in order to avoid any detector scanning, in order to compute a
high resolution image of the field in the image domain. We propose to fix a single detector at the back focal plane of a
focusing lens and illuminate the object with a set of different incident field patterns, i.e. employ structured wave
illumination. We explain this in the next section. It is important to note that this does not avoid one important problem.
The detector is still in the near field of the lens and is hence coupled to the lens and hence in turn to the object itself. By
fixing its location, the consequences of this coupling should be quantifiable and correctable when calculating the high
resolution image of the object. Just as an object’s proximity to a dipole source can affect far field scattering [14], the
presence of a detector in a complex field of propagating and evanescent waves can be modeled in order to determine its
influence [15].

2. COMPRESSIVE SAMPLING CONCEPT
We assume that in the future the transfer of evanescent waves (i.e. spatial frequencies for which k > k0) will be possible
through the use of practical metamaterials for high resolution imaging. The specific design of the metamaterial and how
it couples to the object and the detector will be exploited to manage the transferred bandwidth, i.e. the transfer function.
We have noted that due to the inevitable finite size of the meta-atoms comprising any metamaterial, one can regard the
metamaterial’s physical structure imprinting its own complex scattered field characteristics on the superresolved image.
This corresponds to a spatial signature determined by the specific configuration of the meta-atoms intercepting the
scattered field from the object. Using an example of an object consisting of two or three subwavelength sized discrete
objects, we evaluate the projection of this object distribution function onto a series of incident wave patterns. This is
analogous to the approach presented in the so-called single pixel camera first announced in 2006 by the Rice group, [16],
see figure 4. In the same way as one can integrate the product of a signal function with a specific complex exponential
function and obtain a number we call a Fourier coefficient, we can integrate an object function with a basis function or
code to obtain a coefficient. Ideally the patterns or codes employed are in some sense optimized to reduce the number of
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Figgure 4: schematiic of concept behhind single
pixxel camera. An input
i
scene is im
mages onto a
diggital mirror device (DMD) whichh cycles
thrrough several diffferent codes. The
T reflected
ligght from the entirre array is imageed onto a
sinngle point detector, giving a coeffficient.

Random Pancn

their projectiions onto the object
o
that are necessary
n
to addequately reprresent it. Suchh codes would normally havee to meet
the requirem
ments of a forrmal basis sett and be orthoogonal and coomplete. A judicious
j
choice of codes allows
a
a
reconstructioon of the objectt, i.e. an imagee of that objectt, from a weighhted sum of thoose same basis functions, thee weights
for each basiis being the coefficient deriveed from the deetector’s outputt. This, a poinnt detector locaated in the imaage plane
measures a coefficient representing the prrojection of thee incident fieldd onto the objecct, resulting in a scattered fielld that is
integrated too give a singlee coefficient. Compressive sampling by exploiting
e
projjections of scaattered and evanescent
waves onto the
t metamateriial suggest a siingle pixel supperresolving “ccamera” mightt be possible. Compressive methods
applied to im
maging scattereed fields has beeen described in
i the literaturee, [17]. Our asssumptions willl be that the sccattering
is well approoximated by thee first Born appproximation (i.e. weak scatteering) which we have alreadyy argued is not likely as
one strives for
f higher and higher resoluution. Compreessive methodss were appliedd within the raange of validitty of the
Rytov approximation, which requires obbject’s permittiivities to vary slowly, spatiaally, on the sccale of the wavvelength
[16]. Also, random
r
sparsee measurementts have been made
m
in the neaar field of rouggh surfaces, with
w the intent to
t image
surface corruugations [18].
An ideal perffect n=-1 slab lens can in principle perfecttly image a field distributionn in one object plane to an asssociated
image plane a distance 2d
d away, for a lens of thicknness d. The low loss negaative index material
m
is esseential for
successful traansfer of evaneescent waves too the image doomain, which encode
e
higher spatial
s
frequenncies. Using a negative
index materiial to integratee a lightfield in
i a similar way to the convvex lens in figgure 4, requirees the fabricattion of a
concave lens, as illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 5: illustrration of compleex field propagatting from left to right
through a negattive index concaave lens. Note thhe surface wavess
present on the surface
s
of the lenns, indicating thhat some high spaatial
frequencies aree present and beiing resonantly transferred acrosss the
lens and hence can contribute to
t the sum of fiellds in the image domain
on the right of the
t lens.
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3. COMPRESSIVE SAMPLING THEORY
Based on the early work of Papoulis, [19], his generalized sampling theorem indicated how a set of N independent low
resolution signals could be combined to reliably generate a reconstruction of that signal with an N-times improvement in
the resolution. The set of N independent images can be formed by projecting the image onto a set of patterns such as
Hadamard codes having 1/Nth the resolution. Since that time it has become evident that non-uniformly sampled signals,
or more exactly, randomly and sub-sampled signals, can also provide accurate high resolution signal or image
reconstructions from very few measured data. This was put on a firm theoretical footing by Candes et al [20] and is
reviewed in Testorf and Fiddy [21]. Candes proposed that almost all signals and images are sparse in some (unknown)
function space, Q, and that one can find a representation for that signal f(x) = Σ anqn(x) with n = 1, 2, ….K << P for a
signal that we require to be reliably represented at P points or pixels. It has been shown that an almost perfect estimate
of f(x) = f (x) is possible from only ~ K log (n) measurements where n is the dimension of the space in which f(x) resides,
i.e. a finite dimensional function space. A complimentary view of this remarkable possibility is that optimal
compression of a signal can result from the qn(x) being appropriately chosen and that in many cases completely random
functions, such as Gaussian white noise, are appropriate. If we consider that f(x) = Σ anqn(x) , n = 1,2, …P, where qn(x)
is a member of a “sparsity” basis and we gather data, d, using an orthogonal basis, ψn(u) then we can write d = Ψf and f
= Qa. A fast search or the use of a look-up table for the coefficients in the Q domain which have minimum L1 norm and
that lead to the data d in the Ψ domain, provides the desired information from the signal in an extremely computationally
efficient manner. In the superresolved imaging problem we describe here, our imaging system has a single detector, but
it can cycle through a series of illuminating incident waves patterns, controlled by switching on and off different
combinations of elements in an array of sources. At this time we do not control these sources to create a series of
orthogonal field patterns to serve as a basis set, but only explore the possibility that a set of structured incident waves,
under the assumption of relatively weak scattering, produces a set of coefficients from which an image can be calculated.
More sophisticated computational imaging procedures can be considered in the future.
We note that there is a growing trend in applying compressive sampling techniques as users increasingly accept that
“full” signal recovery is not necessary. The community is moving instead toward the direct solution of so-called
inference problems, such as detection, classification or estimation, which lends itself particularly well to this kind of
computational approach. There is no reason why such ideas cannot be applied to classification of objects based on their
subwavelength-scaled features.
Let us assume a set of N sources located to the left of the concave lens illustrated in figure 5. For a weakly scattering
object, we can approximate the field in the object domain by V(r)ΨTj(r) where V(r) is the relative refractive index
distribution of the scattering object and ΨTj(r) is the total field arising from the jth combination of sources being turned
on. The integration of the product V(r)ΨTj (r) over the aperture of the lens, gives a single output at the detector, cj.
Propagating and evanescent waves are well models by the first Born approximation, kVa <<1, for sufficiently thin or
weakly scattering objects, but not otherwise, [12]. Here V is the maximum value for the index difference, a is a measure
of the dimensions of the object and k = kj > k0 where k0 is the free space wavenumber, 2π/λ0. At optical frequencies, we
are unable to measure the phase of the scattered field without performing some kind of interferometric measurement, and
so to be more precise,
cj =

|

2

V(r)ΨTj(r) dr |

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We conducted a series of numerical experiments in which a set of sources were sequentially turned on and off to provide
the structured illumination to two subwavelength-scaled objects, as shown in figure 6.
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Two dielectric
ellipsoids with
permittivity 1.2
to be imaged

h

Figure 6:
6 left: examples of N sources to left and the resuulting field patterrn on either sidee of the lens, bothh without (left) and
a
with the scatterring objects preseent (right).
Figgure 7: we see thhe scattered fieldd in
andd around the twoo objects and thee
loccation (black circcle) of the area in
i
whhich the integrateed incident and
scaattered field on the
t left of the lenns is
dettected.

In the figures below (figurre 8) we see thhe change in thhe observed cooefficients as a function of changes
c
in the
object’s perm
mittivity.
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Figure 8: left:
l
a plot of thee coefficient valuues with no objeccts present for 32 combinations of source pointss being
on; right shows
s
the differeences between thhe coefficient vaalues on the left and those measuured after the diffferent
objects weree introduced (rigght top and right lower).
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Finally, we compare
c
the ch
hanges in coeffi
ficients for a sinngle object plaaced in front off the lens, as a function
f
of its
permittivity, using values of
o 2,3,4 and 5. As can be seen in figure 9, a systematic chhange in these coefficients
c
is
observed as a function of in
ncreasing perm
mittivity, whichh is to be expeccted.
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Figure 9: coefficient
c
valuees as a function of
o increasing

Figure 100: example reconnstruction of ΣjVΨ
V

object permittiv
vity.

Figurre 10 shows an
n example recoonstruction. Whhile in principlle this is encouuraging, the lim
mited range of
differrences between
n the various structured
s
illum
mination wave patterns is nott providing the diversity and
indeppendence between basis functions to span thhe space that would
w
provide a good represeentation of the
image. In the exam
mples shown here,
h
the sourcee locations aree uniformly spaaces and in phhase with each
otherr. By varying the
t location and relative phasse of the point sources,
s
one caan address this.

CON
NCLUSIONS
S
We have deescribed some of the difficculties in deveeloping a pracctical imagingg system capaable of subwavvelength
resolution using a negative index slab lenns. Scanning thhe image domaain in the near field to measure subwavelenngth field
patterns is booth tedious and
d, in this case,, problematic because
b
of thee coupling thatt can occur bettween the deteector, the
lens and the object. We proposed
p
usingg a single detecctor to measurre the projectioon of a sequennce of structureed fields
onto the objeect, the scatterred field beingg collected by a (concave) negative
n
indexx focusing lenss. The negativve index
material is sttill important since
s
it providees a mechanism
m for the transsfer of high spatial frequenciies (evanescent waves)
from the objeect to the detecctor. For a weeak scatter, eacch illuminatingg incident fieldd is regarded ass a coded wavee pattern
that multipliees the object. Thus in the same
s
manner as
a for other exxamples of im
maging by com
mpressive samppling, we
measure a seeries of coefficcients of the prrojection of thhe incident field on the scatteering object annd then reconstruct the
object using the orignal field patterns andd the measuredd coefficent. This
T examples presented
p
heree are very crude but we
have investiggated the basicc idea. For higher resoltuionn and consequuently more strrongly interactting objects, we
w would
expect that further
fu
computaational processsing would be required to exxtract the objecct’s index proffile from the measured
m
field pattern using
u
an inversse scattering allgorithm.
Results weree presented ind
dicating that thhere is a system
matic change inn the measuredd coefficients as
a a function of
o object
size, shape and
a intrinsic peermittivity. With
W this particuular arrangemeent of sources,, some combinnations did nott provide
useful illumiination of the chosen
c
object and no changee in coefficiennt values was observed
o
beforre and after thee objects
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were introduced. There has also been no attempt so far to select a set of incident field patterns that one could argue
satisfied some fundamental requirements that they represent a formal set of basis functions. Clearly the final resolution
achived will be a function of the spatial resolution present in the object domain and this originates both from the
structured illumination and scattering from the object. Nevertheless, that differences were observed in measured
coefficients as a function of the illumination indicates that information about the objects has transferred through the lens.
It follows that this approach could encode and hence trasnfer very high spatial frequency information, up to some
maximum value for k determined by the transfer function of the negative index lens. In practice that limit will be a
function of the meta-atom size in the metamaterial, the metamaterial lens’s losses and the proximity of the scattering
features of interest to the surface of the lens.
In summary, we investigated a different approach for exploiting the potential for high resolution (subwavelength scale)
imaging using a negative index metamaterial. To avoid the coupling that occurs between a detecting probe and the
object, via the lens, we proposed a single fixed detector and studied how structured illumination might provide the
diversity necessary to reconstruct a superresolved image. For a fixed array of dipole sources, we demonstrated that
changing combinations of which sources were turned on does provide information consistent with changes introduced to
the scattering object. We conclude that this approach has a lot of promise for a more practical superresolving imaging
system, but the structured illumination needs to provide more spatial diversity (randomness) in order to represent a
better set of basis functions for this kind of compressive imaging.
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